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Many problems such as primality testing can be solved efficiently using a source of 
independent, identically distributed random numbers. It is therefore customary in the theory 
of algorithms to assume the availability of such a source. However, probabilistic algorithms 
often work well in practice with pseudo-random numbers; the purpose of this paper is to offer 
a justification for this fact. The results below apply to sequences generated by iteratively 
applying functions of the form f(n) = ax + /I (modp) to a randomly chosen seed x and 
estimate the probability that a predetermined number of trials of an algorithm will fail. In 
particular, the following bounds hold: 1. For finding square roots modulo a prime p, a failure 
probability of O(logp/&). 2. For testing p for primality, a failure probability of O(P-“~+&), 
for any E > 0. (In both cases, the number of trials is about f logp.) The analysis uses results 
of Andre Weil concerning the number of points on algebraic curves defined over finite fields. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to offer a reason why some random polynomial-time 
algorithms work so well in practice. 
There are many problems for which no fast algorithm is known, but which can 
be solved efficiently using randomized methods. Examples include computing 
square roots modulo primes, and testing numbers for primality. For each of these 
there are well-known polynomial-time procedures that use random numbers as 
input, and with some probability-say a-return a correct answer. In practice 
such a large error probability is undesirable; to improve it, one runs the algorithm 
many times. Assuming a sequence of independent, identically distributed random 
numbers, the error probability can be made exponentially small. 
However, this model is not entirely faithful to actual practice. When a ran- 
domized algorithm is implemented, one always uses a sequence whose later values 
come from earlier ones in a deterministic fashion. This invalidates the assumption 
of independence and might cause one to regard results about probabilistic 
algorithms with suspicion. 
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We therefore need a new perspective: instead of considering an algorithm and a 
pseudo-random number generator separately, we should think of them as two parts 
of one system. Whether or not the numbers we generate approximate a truly 
random sequence may not be relevant; what is important is the interaction between 
the generator and the algorithm. The task of the analyst is to study this interaction. 
This can be formalized as follows. One chooses at random a seed x, and applies 
a function f to produce a sequence x, f(x), . . . . f 'k I’(x); these k quantities are used 
in place of random inputs in successive trials of the algorithm. For the function ,f; 
I discuss both the commonly used linear congruential function f(x) = xx + /I’ 
(mod p), and a special case, the incremenr function .f(x) = x + 1. I will prove the 
following results: 
(a) For the increment sequence, if k E $ log, p, then randomized versions of 
the algorithms of Tonelli [33] and Cipolla [8] for computing square roots modulo 
at prime p have an error probability that is O(logp/&). 
(b) The same bound holds for a generalization of Tonelli’s method that com- 
putes q th roots modulo primes, when q is a prime divisor of p - 1 and k G 4 log, p. 
(c) Let p be an odd number to be tested for primality; generate k z 4 log, p 
trial witnesses with the increment sequence. The probability that the Miller test 
[20] fails is O(p c4 +“), for any E > 0. 
(d) The same bounds hold for these algorithms when one uses the linear 
congruential sequence f(x) = c(x + j3 (mod p). 
In case (d) coefficients cx and /? are chosen at random from (0, . . . . p - 1 }. 
The significance of these results is as follows: 
1. As a practical matter, successive random numbers needed for these 
algorithms can be generated very simply. One would have to be very unlucky in 
one’s choice of seed for the algorithms to fail. 
2. To theoretically guarantee good performance, one needs only the ability to 
draw one random number, not the stronger ability to generate independent random 
variables. Put another way, all the randomness needed is already contained in the 
seed. 
3. They can be interpreted in a setting where random numbers are considered 
a scarce resource; Sipser [31] has considered this model. For example, to get error 
probability O(p - “2+E) for the square root algorithm, one might expect to need 
O(log p)* random bits; the results below show that O(log p) suffice. 
4. They may lead us toward deterministic algorithms for these problems. For 
instance, if we could reduce the number of random bits required to O(log log P)~, 
we could try all possibilities in polynomial time. Another attack may come via 
algabraic geometry; see the end of Section 2. 
The computational study of randomness is now an active area in theoretical 
computer science; I briefly survey some related work below. 
571’42 l-3 
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Motivated by problems in cryptography, Blum and Micah [S], Yao [35], and 
others have put forth suggestions for polynomial-time unpredictable pseudo- 
random generators. These processes apparently produce high-quality pseudo- 
random bits from a random initial seed by a deterministic process, but they have 
some drawbacks. First, setting up the generator is expensive; one needs large 
primes. Second, they are slow; for example, the method of Blum, Blum, and Shub 
[S] requires one multiprecision multiplication per random bit. Finally (although 
this is not a practical concern), the randomness of these sequences is only conjec- 
tured, relying as it does on the unproved computational difficulty of some problem 
like integer factoring. 
A related issue is the question of how much randomness, in some formal sense, 
is needed for randomized algorithms to perform well. This question was asked by 
U. Vazirani, who studied the question of whether one could use imperfect sources 
of randomness in arbitrary random polynomial-time algorithms (see [34] and the 
references therein). Motivated by a combinatorial algorithm of Luby [18], Chor 
and Goldreich [7] examined the use of pairwise independent random variables for 
random sampling; their approach has been proposed for the testing of VLSI circuits 
[32]. The performance of Monte Carlo integration procedures using pseudo- 
random numbers has been studied by Niederreiter [23]. 
It is an interesting question as to whether there is a “universal” pseudo-random 
sequence; this has been asked by U. Vazirani and formalized as follows. Can one 
take @log p) random bits and quickly compute a sequence mod p from them with 
the following property: for any witness set WC (0, . . . . p - 1 } of cardinality 
(p - 1)/2, the probability that all members of the sequence avoid W is O(p-“)? He 
conjectures that this is the case; Santha [26] proved a non-uniform version of this 
conjecture by showing that for each p, there are functions that generate sequences 
with such a property. 
In contrast, the present approach uses a random seed and deterministic sequence, 
but abandons the goal of simulating arbitrary properties of random numbers in 
favor of the more limited task of getting a particular algorithm to perform well. The 
sequences used are easily generated and simple enough that their behavior can be 
analyzed; the results here do not rely on any unproved hypotheses. 
The method of analysis is as follows. For a given algorithm and input value, the 
“bad” seed values lie on the projection of an algebraic curve. By studying the 
geometry of this curve (its genus and symmetry properties) it is possible to estimate 
the number of such bad seeds. The estimates all derive from the Riemann 
hypothesis for finite fields, which was proved for algebraic curves by A. Weil in 
1940. 
It is interesting that Riemann hypotheses for number fields can also be used to 
eliminate randomness; in fact, all of the problems treated in this paper have deter- 
ministic polynomial-time solutions, assuming the ERH (see the remarks in 
Sections 5 and 6.) 
Weil’s theorem has the following intuitive consequence: if f is a polynomial, then 
the power residue character of f(x) exhibits a kind of “stochastic independence” 
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when evaluated at different values of X. Certainly results of this sort are known to 
number theorists, but they have not been applied to algorithms in an attempt to 
reduce the amount of randomness required (but Ben-Or [4] has used them in a 
related application). The principal technical difficulty is in dealing with polynomials 
of high degree, and for this the best approach seems to be a direct use of Weil’s 
theorem plus some simple symmetry arguments (see the remarks at the end of 
Section 5). 
Algebraic geometry has been used recently to design new algorithms in number 
theory, viz. the results of Schoof [28], Lenstra [ 171, Goldwasser and Kilian [ll], 
and Adleman and Huang [I 11. The results of this paper show that geometry is 
useful in the analysis of the standard algorithms. In fact, natural questions about 
these procedures are linked to some deep issues in algebraic geometry (see the 
remarks after Theorem 2). 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the back- 
ground on algebraic curves that will be needed, and Section 3 proves some specific 
facts about the curves that arise in analyzing the algorithms. Section 4 analyzes a 
randomized square root algorithm, and Sections 5 and 6 give results for binomial 
congruence algorithms and primality testing, respectively. Finally, Section 7 
presents analyses for the general linear congruential sequence. 
Everything needed from Sections 2 and 3 is summarized in Theorem 1, whose 
statement avoids algebraic geometry. The reader is therefore advised to skip to 
Section 4 and refer to previous sections as needed. 
2. BACKGROUND ON ALGEBRAIC CURVES 
Despite its intuitive simplicity, the concept of algebraic curve requires a precise 
definition. To apply Weil’s theorem to a curve, one needs to compute a certain 
invariant called its genus. The purpose of the present section is to explain these 
matters; in general I follow Hartshorne [13]. 
Let IF, denote the finite field with p elements, and let rP denote its algebraic 
closure. In general I will be concerned with the simultaneous solutions in iF, to a 
system of polynomial equations: 
f,= . . . =fr=O. 
Given such a system, consider the ring A = FP[X,, . . . . X,,]/(f,, . . . . f,). The equa- 
tions define an affine curve provided that: 
(1) A is an integral domain, that is, the ideal generated by fi, . . . . f, is prime; 
(2) the quotient field of A has transcendence degree 1 over h,. 
(such curves may be singular). A [F,-point of such a curve is a simultaneous solution 
to the system, all of whose coordinates lie in [F,. 
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Weil’s theorem is stated in terms of homogeneous equations. A set of 
homogeneous equations 
g,= . . . =g,=o 
defines a projective curve provided that the ring B = F,[X,, . . . . X,,]/(gl, . . . . g,) is an 
integral domain and satisfies 
(2’) The quotient field of B has transcendence degree 2 over F,. 
Intuitively, one needs an extra degree of freedom in the homogeneous case because 
of the relations (x0: ... :x,) = (Lx,: ... :1x,,). 
If a tuple (x,, . . . . x,) of quantities in IF,, not all zero, satisfies a set of 
homogeneous equations, then so does all of its nonzero constant multiples. Tuples 
that differ by a nonzero constant factor are identified; (x0: ... :x,) denotes the 
equivalence class. An IF,-point of a projective curve is such an equivalence class. 
Iff is a polynomial of degree d in FP[X,, . . . . X,], its homogenization is 
This gives a natural way to embed an afline curve in a projective one: use the ideal 
generated by {f: f E (fi , . . . . f,)}. (In most cases one may simply homogenize the 
affine equations, but in general, extra equations are needed.) The projective curve 
is called the projective closure of the al&e one, and a point (xi, . . . . x,) of the affme 
curve corresponds to the point (1 :x, : ... :x,) of the projective one. Relative to a 
given embedding, projective points that do not arise in this fashion are called 
infinite. 
A monomial is a product of the indeterminates X0, . . . . X,,. If C is a projective 
curve, defined by homogeneous polynomials g,, . . . . g,, then the number of 
monomials of degree d that are linearly independent modulo (g, , . . . . g,) is a linear 
polynomial for d sufliciently large; this is called the Hilbert polynomial of C and 
denoted b(d). The arithmetic genus of C is 1 -b(O); for a plane curve of degree d, 
this is (d; ‘). 
I will not use them here, but it is the worthwhile to point out the existence of 
other genus computation techniques. If a curve is nonsingular, then its arithmetic 
genus is equal to its (ordinary) geometric genus. By letting the equations define a 
complex manifold, one can compute this latter invariant by topological or analytic 
methods. 
All of the results later will rely on 
THEOREM 0. Let C be a projective curve, defined by homogeneous polynomials 
with coefficients in IF,. Then N, the number of If,-points of C, satisfies 
NO++++g,&, 
where g, is the arithmetic genus of C. 
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If C is nonsingular, this is Weil’s theorem. However, it also holds if C has 
singularities (points whose local rings are not integrally closed). The case of plane 
curves is treated by Fried and Jarden [9]; however, there seems to be no suitable 
reference for the general case, so I briefly sketch how this follows from Weil’s 
theorem for nonsingular curves. 
First, consider C’, the normalization of C [ 13, p. 911. C’ is a nonsingular curve 
and defined over [F,; furthermore, each nonsingular [F,-point of C corresponds to a 
unique nonsingular [F,-point of C’. If N’ denotes the number of IF,-points of C’ and 
.s denotes the number of singular ED-points of C, then 
N < N’ + s. 
Let g denote the genus of C’; then 
where the sum ranges over all singular points of C, and 6, is a positive integer that 
measures the complexity of the singularity at P [ 13, p. 2981. Then s < C 6,, so 
N<p+1+2gJ;;+sdp+1+2 g++ &=p+1+2g,&. 
( g 
Weil’s theorem is not the last word on algebraic curves; Serre [29] has improved 
this bound slightly in the nonsingular case, to N d p + g L2 &J + 1. 
3. RESULTS ON POINT COUNTING 
The analysis later will rely on estimates for the number of points on certain 
curves. In this section I work out the details of these estimates. The main result is 
Theorem 1, which is so stated that it can used without reference to any earlier 
sections. 
Throughout this section p will denote an odd prime, q a divisor of p - 1 with 
q> 1, andf,, . . ..fk univariate polynomials of degree q, 
The sets of interest are the common zeroes of 
It is desirable that these polynomials avoid multiplicative dependencies, as far as 
qth powers are concerned. The lemma below states this informal criterion precisely. 
LEMMA 1. The polynomials (1) define a curve provided that 
jgEFp[x, Y,, . . . . r,](f;l...f:= gq) => ej =O (mod 4). (2) 
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Proof Let x denote an element transcendental over F,, and let yi = (fi(x))‘ly, 
i = 1, . ..) k. Then by Kummer theory [ 15, p. 2191, the polynomials (1) give defining 
relations for the field F,(x)[yr , . . . . yk]. This has transcendence degree 1, and since 
its subring F,[x, y,, . . . . yk] is an integral domain, the ideal generated by (1) is 
prime. 1 
Note that the condition above is certainly satisfied if thefi’s have neither double 
roots nor roots in common. In this case, a Jacobian calculation, which I omit as 
it is not needed, shows that the curve defined by (1) is actually nonsingular. 
The next two lemmas show that one gets the projective curve defined by (1) in 
the usual way. 
LEMMA 2. Let Z denote the ideal generated by the polynomials (1). Let ai denote 
the leading coefficient of f,(X). Then tf f E Z, the homogeneous part off of highest 
degree belongs to the ideal 
(Yy-a,XY, . . . . Y;f--akXq). 
Proof Since the polynomials (1) are all manic, one can use the division algo- 
rithm to get canonical forms for polynomials modulo I. Consider the effect of 
applying this procedure to a polynomial of the form 
where fd is homogeneous of degree d and g has degree less than d. If f E Z, then the 
division procedure must reduce fd to zero modulo the F,-vector space of polyno- 
mials of degree less than d. Writing out the effect of each reduction, we see that 
there are polynomials g,, . . . . g, such that 
fd= : (Yp-aiXq)gi 
i=l 
as claimed. 1 
Homogenization of (1) yields 
Yf -f1f,(x -a y; -f&Y, Z), . . . . r: -J&c Z), (3) 
where iff =a,+a,X+ ... + a, Xy, then f= aOZq + a, XZq- ’ + . . . + a, X4. 
LEMMA 3. The projective closure of the algebraic set (1) is defined by the polyno- 
mials (3). In particular, the projective closure comprises the solutions of (1 ), as well 
as the infinite points 
(y,: ... :yk:l:O)=(a:/q: ... :aL’q:l:O). 
Proof: Certainly all points in the projective closure must satisfy (3), which have 
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(al 
‘14: . . . :a ;I4 : 1: 0) as solutions when z = 0. Conversely, let f E I. By Lemma 1, the 
homogenization off is 
3= $ (Yyz;Xqg,+Zh 
,=l 
for suitable polynomials g,, . . . . gk, h. This vanishes at (a:/“: ... :a?: 1 :O). 1 
The infinite points will have coordinates in [F, if and only if all the als are qth 
powers. 
LEMMA 4. The arithmetic genus of the curve defined by (1) is 
qk[k(q - 1)/2 - l] + 1. 
Proof It is required to count the number of monomials of the form 
yy;l . . yfzl 
where i+j,+ ... +j,+l=d and O<j,,..., j, <q. Let #Jd) denote their number. 
By counting separately the monomials of each degree in Y,, one gets for d 
sufficiently large the recurrence relation 
~k(d)=~k-,(d)+~k-,(d-l)+ ... +dk-,(d-q+lh &(d)=d+ 1. 
This recurrence is satisfied when 
4k(4=qkd+qkCl -Mq- lIPI, 
from which the result follows. fl 
This lemma may also be derived from results on the topology of complete inter- 
sections, due to Hirzebruch [ 14, p. 159). 
THEOREM 1. Let p be an odd prime, and q ( p - 1. Let f,, . . . . fk be polynomials of 
degree q in F,[X] for which (2) holds. Then the number of solutions in 5, to (1) is 
at most 
Proof Use Theorem 0, Lemma 4, and the inequality 1 + 2 & - 2qk & < 0. 1 
4. ANALYSIS OF A SQUARE ROOT ALC~RITHM 
This section analyzes a modular square root algorithm, due to Cipolla [S]. A 
computer-oriented presentation based on Lucas sequences was given by Lehmer 
[16]. To understand the algorithm one needs to know a bit of the theory of finite 
fields, which is summarized in the next paragraph. 
Let [F, denote the finite field with q elements. For p an odd prime, and x E IF, 
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(that is, for x an integer modulo p), let (xl p) =x(~-‘)“. Note that for x#O, 
(xl p) = _+ 1, and (x) p) = 1 if and only if x is a square. If (A 1 p) = - 1 (that is, A 
is not a square modulo p), then [FP2 can be taken to be all elements of the form 
x+y&, where x, ~E[F~. The conjugate of u=x+y& is U=x-yfi. Let 
Norm(u) = UU and Trace(u) = u + U; it can be shown that when u E [FP?, U = up, and 
hence Norm(u) = up+‘. 
Here is the algorithm, which computes b = & modulo p. 
ALGORITHM C. 
Obtain a random number x, 0 < x < p. 
Let A=x*-44amodp. 
If A = 0, return x/2 as a square root of a. 
If (A ( p) = + 1, fail. 
Otherwise ((A ( p) = - 1): 
Let u = (x + &)/2. 
In lFP[$] = iF + compute u = 2P + I)‘*. 
Return b = u as a square root of a mod p. 
One trial of the algorithm requires @log p)3 steps. Here is why it works, if the 
choice of x is successful. By the quadratic formula, uz - xu + a = 0. Therefore, 
(U (P+ l)/*)* = up+ ’ = Norm(u) = a. 
If a is a squae in [F,, then u (p+1)‘2 has to be in the base field lF, and hence is the 
required square root of a. With a little extra work, the algorithm will even tell us 
when the input is not valid, for if (a ( p) = - 1, then Trace(v) = 0, as can be seen by 
considering (Trace(u))2. 
This algorithm has roughly an even chance of success; put another way, x2 - 4u 
is a nonzero square module p with probability about 4. This can be proved in 
various ways; here is a proof in the spirit of the rest of the paper. 
First count the number of pairs (x, y) that satisfy the equation 
x2 - 4u = y*. (4) 
Since a is a nonzero square, this is the same as the number of pairs satisfying 
x*-y*= 1. 
Consider the mapping 
t2+ 1 x=--’ 
t*-1’ 
&L 
P-1. (5) 
This maps ff, - { f 1 } in a l-l fashion onto {(x, y): x2 - y* = 1 } - (1,0) because 
on the sets in question, (5) has the inverse transformation t = v/(x - 1). There are 
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therefore (p - 2) + 1 = p - 1 solutions to x2 - 4a = y2. Now to find the number of 
x such that 
3y(y#O and x2-4a= y’), 
remove the two points with y = 0 and divide by 2. This gives (p - 3)/2 values of X. 
so the probability that a random choice of x works in the first step is i + 3/( 2p) 
which is close to i as claimed. 
The above argument generalizes to the case where one chooses x at random and 
increments x to get numbers for the successive trials.’ Formally, this is 
THEOREM 2. Let k < p/2, and let algorithm C he run using random inputs x. 
x + 1, . ..) .x + k - 1. It fails with probability at most 1/2k + k/d. [f k = ri log, pl, 
the failure probability is O(log p/h). 
Proof: Let N denote the number of solutions in [F, to the equations 
-~~-4u=yf, (x+ l)‘-44a= y:, . . . . (x+k- l)‘-4a=yi. (6) 
The probability that all trials fail is at most the probability that for some nonzero 
y,, . . . . yk E IF,,, (x, y,, . . . . yk) satisfy (6), for if one of the y;s is zero, we find a square 
root of a. 
The equations (6) define a curve, as the following argument shows. Let f,(X) = 
(X + i)2 - 4a, i = 0, . . . . k - 1. If b2 = a, then the roots of,f, are + 2b - i. Now suppose 
that for 0 < e,, . . . . ek < 2, 
fl" . ..f.'" = g2. 
If any e, # 0, choose the largest such i. Then for some choice of sign, -+ 2b - i occurs 
alone among the roots of the J’s, a contradiction that implies all e, are 0. 
Theorem 1 implies that 
Ndp+2k.k& (7) 
and, since each x-value of interest lies below exactly 2k solutions to (6), the first 
part of the theorem follows. The second results from minimization with respect 
to k. 1 
This theorem also follows easily from an estimate of Moroz [22, Theorem 13. 
However, the proof given here gives an estimate that is better by a factor of 
roughly 2. 
In the case k = 1, Lemma 4 shows that the curve defined by (6) has genus 0. This 
exemplifies a general result: any line or conic section has genus 0. It follows from 
Weil’s theorem that the number of solutions to (4) is exactly p - 1, since there are 
two infinite points (1: + 1 :O). This gives an alternative way to show that the error 
probability for one trial is about 4. 
I This is a good choice because successive values of d can be obtained from the recurrence 
A t A + 2x + 1; unfortunately there seems to be no similar incremental way to compute (A 1 p). 
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It is worthwhile to ask the following question: is it the case that Algorithm C is 
really deterministic and we are just unable to prove it? To explore this possibility, 
I need the following observation, which follows from the “cohomological” inter- 
pretation of Weil’s results (see the expository article of Mazur [19]). For a non- 
singular algebraic curve C of genus g, there are algebraic numbers ai, i = 1, . . . . 2g, 
each of absolute value ,/& such that the number of points modulo p on C is given 
by 
i=l 
(the a,‘s are the eigenvalues of a certain matrix). From this formula it is apparent 
that p + 1 + 2g & is just an upper bound, and one might guess that it is rather 
unlikely to be attained. In particular, if C ai < 2k, then the error probability for 
Algorithm C would be bounded by 1/2k (since the curve has 2k infinite points), and 
thus would be zero if k > log, p (since only p choices of the seed are possible). For 
which curves this is the case seems to be a fairly difficult question. 
5. A BINOMIAL CONGRUENCE ALC~RITHM 
This section analyzes a randomized method for solving the congruence 
x4 z a (mod p) 
when q is a prime divisor of p - 1. In the case q = 2 it was published by Tonelli 
[33] and adapted for computer calculation by Shanks [30]. Adleman, Manders, 
and Miller [2] used this algorithm to show that square root computation mod p 
can be done in random polynomial time. 
ALGORITHM T. 
Letp-l=m.q’,whereqim. 
Set a4 = a”; a, = aqy. 
Obtain a random number x, 0 < x < p. 
If xcp- ‘)lq E 0, 1 (mod p), fail. 
Otherwise (x is a qth power nonresidue) set g = x”‘. 
Set e = 0 and repeat for i = 0, . . . . v - 1: 
Select ei, 0 6 ei < q, to make (g”“lg .aq)qy-‘-’ = 1 (mod p). 
(If e, # 0, quit; the congruence is unsolvable.) 
Replace e by e + e,q’. 
Set b, = g-‘/q; b, = a:-,- mod me 
ChooseAandBtosatisfyA.m+B.q”=l (modp-1). 
Let b = btbf. 
Return b as a qth root of x. 
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The running time is dominated by the exponentiation in the inner loop, giving 
a total of O((q/log q)(log P)~) steps. One may prove the algorithm correct by using 
the isomorphism ‘Fp* s G, x G, and the chain factorization 1 = Gc c . . . c G; c G,, 
where 1 G, ) = q” and (G, 1 = m, and noting that the innermost step of the algorithm 
repeatedly solves an index problem in Gi/G:+ ‘; I omit the details. 
The randomized step seeks an x satisfying x (P ‘j/q f 1 (mod p). The strategy of 
incrementing to get successive random inputs is analyzed in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let q 1 p - 1. Let x be chosen at random subject to 0 6 x < p. Then 
Algorithm T has failure probability at most 
llqk + kl& + We 
when run on the sequence x, x + 1, . . . . x + k - 1. If k = Flog, pl this is O(log p/h). 
Proof. This requires an estimate of the number of x such that for some 
y,, ...> yk, 
x = y;l, . ..) x+k-l=,v;. (9) 
The number of solutions to the above equations equals the number of solutions to 
y’:+l=yy+2=y;,..., yy+k-l=y; (10) 
(set x = ~7). The roots of the polynomials L.(y,) = yy + i, i = 1, . . . . k - 1, are all dis- 
tinct, so by Theorem 1, (10) defines a curve with at most p + kqk ,/;; points. This 
bound holds for (9) as well; consider the projection of its solution set on the x-axis. 
For k values of x, one of the y’s is zero, so these x-values lie below qk- ’ points. 
The other values of x lie below qk points. The size of the projection is therefore at 
most 
as required. 1 
It should be noted that replacing (9) by (10) allows a significantly better error 
term when q is large. The best previous result I am aware of regarding the distribu- 
tion of qth powers in IF,, that of Moroz [22], has the implication that the error 
probability for k trials is bounded by roughly l/qk + kq/& (cf. also [27, p. 523). 
The bound of Theorem 3 does not contain q in the numerator and is therefore to 
be preferred; this feature will become important in the next section when primality 
testing algorithms are considered. 
If one assumes the Extended Riemann Hypothesis (ERH), this algorithm can be 
made to run deterministically in time bounded by a polynomial in q and log p. For, 
any prime p congruent to 1 modulo q has a qth power nonresidue less than 
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2(log p)’ [3], and one can simply try all such values in polynomial time. Finding 
a corresponding theorem for Algorithm C seems to be an open problem. 
6. ANALYSIS OF A PRIME TESTING ALGORITHM 
This section analyzes an efficient primality algorithm; this algorithm was first 
published by Miller [20] and used to show that the set of primes is recognizable 
in deterministic polynomial time, assuming the ERH. Rabin [24] discussed a 
probabilistic version of the algorithm, and the precise probability of error (as a 
function of the number tested) was calculated by Monier [21]. This method has the 
property that error is only possible when the input is composite; I therefore 
estimate the probability that a sequence of numbers all cause the algorithm to 
erroneously call a composite number “prime.” 
The proof is sufficiently complicated that some motivation is in order. It is 
reasonable to suppose that one should first estimate the chance that a witness 
sequence has a certain property modulo each prime divisor of the number being 
tested, and then multiply the appropriate probabilities together. However, there are 
composite numbers n for which every x relatively prime to n satisfies x”-’ = 1 
(mod n), so it is better to use the idea that a number x is a false witness because 
its residues modulo the various prime divisors are “similar.” For example, if n is the 
product of distinct primes p and q that are congruent to 3 modulo 4, then accord- 
ing to the failure criterion below, a false witness x must satisfy (x ( p) = (x ( q). The 
chance of this cannot be be estimated by considering p and q separately. However, 
one can condition on x modulo one of the primes, say q, and estimate the condi- 
tional probability that the sequence (x 1 p), (x + 11 p), . . . . (x + k - 1 I p) agrees with 
the corresponding sequence mod q. Choosing an appropriate value of k gives an 
error bound that is O(log p/h), and since p can chosen to be at most J’&, this 
bound is of the strength O(l/n”4PE). 
The remainder of this section should be thought of as a generalization of the 
above sketch, which takes into account aN of the prime divisors of n, including 
repeated ones. 
First some notation. In this section, 
n = p;’ . . .p: 
denotes an odd positive integer, and v2(x) denotes the maximum number of 2’s 
dividing x. Also o(n) denotes the number of distinct prime factors of n. For n 2 3, 
o(n) < 1.4 
log n 
log log n’ (11) 
as shown by Robin [25]. Finally, Z,* denotes {x: 1 <x<n & gcd(x, n) = l}, that 
is, the group of units modulo n. 
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ALGORITHM M 
Let n - 1 = fl. 2”, where fl is odd. 
Obtain a random x, 0 < x < n; if x = 0, say “apparently prime.” 
Let to = .xs(mod n); for i = 1, . . . . v, let t, = tf- , (mod n). 
If t, z 1, say “apparently prime.” 
If t, f 1 and for some i, 0 < i < v, ti = - 1, say “apparently prime.” 
Otherwise, say “composite.” 
As is well known, one trial of the algorithm requires O(log n)’ steps. A number 
x is a witness if the algorithm says “composite.” It is a liar if n is not prime and the 
algorithm says “apparently prime;” for convenience, x = 0 is counted as a liar. The 
two lemmas below give necessary conditions for x to be a liar. 
LEMMA 5. Let n be an odd number and p a prime with p’ 11 n. Then if x is a non- 
zero liar, xp I = 1 (mod p’). 
ProoJ A nonzero liar must be a unit mod n, and hence a unit mod p’. The 
group of units modulo an odd prime power has the following structure: it is a direct 
product of two cyclic groups; that is, it has the form 
Now, since xn- 1 3 1 (mod n), Y z x, and this congruence must hold modulo p’ as 
well. But since p’- ’ 1 n, the nth power map annihilates the second component of the 
above direct product. The only way this cannot modify x is if this component was 
already 1, that is, only if xpP ’ 3 1 (mod p’). 1 
LEMMA 6. Let n = p;’ ...p:’ be an odd composite number. Let V,in = 
mini { v,(p, - I)}, and pL, =vZ(pi-l)-vmln + 1. Let x, be the 2”‘ic character 
mod pi, and let 
Q= {XEz’,*:X,(X)= ... =xJx)}. 
Then if x is a nonzero liar for n, x E Q. 
Proof. First it must be checked that Q is well defined. The definition is poten- 
tially ambiguous, because it uses an arbitrary choice when xi is a character of order 
4 or higher, However, at least one of the xi is a quadratic character and if nonzero 
must be + 1, so that membership in Q does not depend on the particular x’s 
chosen for the other characters. 
The multiplicative group of integers modulo n (which contains all nonzero liars) 
is 
Z,* z C, x ... x C, x D, 
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where each Ci is a cyclic subgroup of @* whose order is a power of 2, and D is a 
group of odd order. I will abuse notation and write x = (x1, . . . . x,, x,+ ,) to indicate 
the effect of this isomorphism, thus 
and 
1 = (1, . . . . 1, 1) 
-1=(-l )..., -l,l). 
Let n - 1 = p .2’, where /3 is odd. Certainly v 2 Vmin, since 
n = n (1 + k,2”1) E 1 (mod 2Ymi0). 
i= 1 
Let x= (xi, . . . . x,, xr+i ) be a liar contained in E,*, and consider the following 
tableau, which represents the action of the primality test on input x: 
n-1 
Xl 
. . . x”-1 
r 
* . . 
i i 
(row v) 
a3 
Xl 
. . . X28 
xf ,.. xi 
(row 1) 
(row 0). 
The key observation is this: row V,in - 1 of this tableau contains 
Xl(X), ...7 x,(x). 
(If this is not literally true, redefine the xi’s so as to make it true, which can be done 
without changing their order.) 
If the bottom row is (1, . . . . l), then x E Q, since each row is the square of the row 
below. If not, then since the top row is (1, . . . . l), there must be a row that is 
( - 1, . . . . - 1). This row must occur at or before level v,in - 1, which implies the 
result. 1 
One may wish to note the following corollary: if an odd number n has k distinct 
prime factors, then a random member of Z,* is a liar with probability at most 
1/2k -I. Monier [21] has given more precise bounds of this type. 
The next lemma will lead to a Weil-type bound for the probability that k 
successive numbers are all in Q. 
LEMMA 7. Let k 2 1, and let p be an odd prime, with q a divisor of p - 1. Let 
r I, . . . . lk be nonzero elements of IF,. The probability that there exist nonzero y,, . . . . y, 
such that 
x = Cl yy, ‘-*, x+k-l=i,y;l (12) 
is at most 
l/qk + (k - 1 )(q - 1 Mq &I. 
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Proof: It may be assumed that 2 <k < p, for otherwise the theorem follows 
immediately. In this case, the number of solutions to (12) is the same as the number 
of solutions to 
YY=1;1c51Y’:+(~-1H, i = 2, . . . . k - 1. 
Now apply Theorem 1, and divide by pqk to get the probability. m 
The next proof uses a special case of this bound, namely, when q is a power of 
2 and k = ri log, pl. For these values, the probability is at most 
(For p 3 5, consider the cases q = 2 and q 2 4 separately. For p = 3, do it directly.) 
LEMMA 8. Let n=p;’ . . .py be an odd composite number, and define Q as in 
Lemma 6. Let k= rilog, nl, Choose a random number x, O<x<n. Then the 
probability that every member of the sequence x, x + 1, . . . . x + k - 1 is in Q is, no 
matter which prime divisor is pl, at most 
Proof: It will suffice to show that this estimate holds for the conditional 
probability, given x mod pl. If one of x, . . . . x + k - 1 is congruent to 0 modulo p, 
the conditional probability is zero. Therefore it may be assumed that 
x ,..., x+k-1 & 0 (modp,). Let x1 ,..., K, be the characters defined in the state- 
ment of Lemma 6. Since at least one of the x’s is a quadratic character, 
Xl(X) = ... = L(X) 
. . . 
Xl(x+k-1)= . . . =X,(x+k-1) 
imply that xi(x), . . . . x1(x + k- 1)~ { + l}. Choose nonzero [‘i’), . . . . [r’ in IF, with 
,&(ij”)=xl(x+j- 1) 
for j = 1, . . . . k and i = 2, . . . . r. Let qi = 2”‘; the probability sought is 
PrC3y,, . ... y, # 0 {x = [‘,“yT, . .. . x + k - 1 E [y’yY,‘(mod pi)}]. 
Now, replace k by r$ log,, pi1 in this formula (which requires x to satisfy fewer 
conditions), and apply Lemma 7. 1 
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LEMMA 9. Let n be an odd number, and let 
P={x~H,*:foralZp’~n,x~~‘~l (modp’)}. 
Then a random element of Z,* is in P which probability n l/p;‘- ‘. 
Proof Use the Chinese remainder theorem. 1 
LEMMA 10. Let n + co. Then for any E > 0, 
log p = O(Y). 
Pin p distinct 
Proof: Let pl, . . . . p, denote the distinct primes dividing n. The geometric mean 
of r positive quantities is at most their arithmetic mean, so 
Ii log Pi G(i ii, l”gPi~<(!~)‘. 
i= I 
It will therefore suffice to show that as n + co, 
o(n) 1% 
log n ( ) - = o(log n). w(n) 
To do this, consider 
f(t)=tlog y 
( 1 
for t in the range 1~ t d 1.4 log n/log log n. If n is sufficiently large, then f’(t) > 0 
throughout this range, so that o(n) can be replaced by its estimate (11) to yield 
44 log 
log n ( > < 1 4 log log log n o(n)“ log log n 1% n, 
which is o(log n). 1 
THEOREM 4. Let n be an odd composite number, and let k = r$ log, nl. If x is 
chosen at random mod n, then the probability that 
x, x + 1, . . . . x + k - 1 
are all liars is 0( l/n’/“-“), for any E > 0. 
Proof If x is a liar then either x = 0 or x E P n Q, where P and Q are the sets 
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defined in Lemmas 6 and 9. Therefore x, x + 1, . . . . x + k - 1 are all liars with 
probability at most 
k/n + Pr[x, x + 1, . . . . x+k- 1 EQ and XEP]. 
It will suffice to show that the bound of the theorem holds for the right-hand term 
above, which is at most 
Pr[x, Y + 1, . . . . x+k-lEQandxEPI~~~E~].Pr[xEZ,T] 
(since P n Q c Z,*). But given x E Z ,*,theeventsx,x+l,...,x+k-1~Qandx~P 
are independent (to see this, use a direct product factorization of Zz and note that 
the first event only depends on x modulo the distinct primes dividing n). Therefore 
the above probability is 
Pr[x, x + 1, . . . ,x+k-lEQIx,Z~].Pr[xEZ,*]xPr[xEP/xEZ,*], 
= Pr[x, x + 1, . . . . x+k-lEQ]xPr[xEPIxEZz] 
which is at most 
by Lemmas 8 and 9. 
Now, either p;‘- ’ . .p:‘- ’ > n”4 or p, . .p, 2 n314 must hold (and possibly both). 
In the first case, we are done, since the probability that x E P is already at most 
Therefore assume that the squarefree part of n is greater than n3’4. Then 
Lemma 10 can be applied to show that the error probability is at most 
JP1 “‘Pr’PI 
Jp~*p;‘-l .f.,y = n’LE . 
One may number n’s prime divisors so that p1 6 6; in this case the above expres- 
sion is at most n-L’4+E, which was to be shown. 1 
7. LINEAR CONGRUEN~AL SEQUENCES 
This section extends the previous results to sequences of the form 
x0=x, xi+l = ax, + p (mod p). (13) 
The results all have the same general flavor: unless the sequence is obviously bad 
(in most cases this means that its period is short), a randomly chosen seed x will 
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have a good probability of success in the algorithms considered above. In par- 
ticular, if one chooses LX and /I at random, the error probability is likely to be small. 
First, an additive sequence will behave properly provided that one adds a unit. 
Formally this is stated as follows. 
THEOREM 5. Choose a random number x, and generate successive iterates 
according to the scheme 
Xi+ I= Xj + p. 
Zf /I S 0 (mod p), then the bounds of Theorems 2 and 3 will hold. If p E Z,*, then the 
bound of Theorem 4 will hold. 
Proof: For Algorithm C, consider the equations 
#=(x+(i-1)/I)‘-4a, i = 1, . . . . k. 
Divide all equations by /I’ and rename the variables; this brings the equations to 
the form (6). Therefore the number of solutions to the two systems must be the 
same, and the result follows by applying the proof of Theorem 2. 
If p is an odd prime, /I # 0 (mod p) and cl, . . . . ck E Zz, then 
x+(i- l)p=[iyy, i = 1, . . . . k - 1 
has the same number of solutions as 
vl=ri’Crly~+(i--1)81, i = 2, . . . . k - 1. 
Taking li = 1 for all i in this system and using a proof similar to that of Theorem 3 
gives the result for Algorithm T. 
For the analysis of Algorithm M, check that an analog of Lemma 5 holds, and 
then imitate the proof of Theorem 4, conditioning on x, x + p, . . . . x + (k - 1)/I f 0 
(mod PJ. I 
What about multiplicative sequences of the form xi+, = ctxi? Such a sequence will 
not be a good choice for Algorithm T nor for primality testing. For example, if 
X ‘- ’ and (ax)“- ’ are both congruent to 1 mod n, then so are c1*x, LX~X, . .. . However, 
multiplicative sequences are fine for Algorithm C as the following theorem shows. 
THEOREM 6. Let a be a nonzero element of IF,, with multiplicative order equal to 
2k or greater. Zf x is chosen at random from IF,, 
is at most 1/2k + k/h. 
the probability that Algorithm C fails 
on x, ux, . . . . a k-1x 
Proof Consider the system 
yf = (cCX)~ -4a, i = 0, . . . . k - 1. 
The assumption on a guarantees that the roots off,(x) = (a,)’ -4a are all distinct. 
The result then follows from Theorem 1. 1 
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I now consider more general linear congruential sequences and assume that GI is 
neither 0 nor 1 (the case c( = 1 has been treated above). If x0=x, then the closed 
form for (13) is 
Lx- 1 
x; = u’x + -B, Lx-1 
as can be shown by induction on i. In what follows 1 will use the notation 
!I’- 1 f”‘(X) = & + - 
Cc-1 6 
If v denotes the order of c1 in IF,, then the additive group Z/vZ acts on ff, (via 
i + f”‘). There is one fixed point, namely /3/( 1 - tl), and (p - 1 )/v orbits of 
cardinality v. The distance between x and x’ is the least (iI such that f(‘)(x) =x’. 
THEOREM 7. Let ~1, /3 E F,, with u # 0, 1, j? # 0, and order(a) > 2k. Choose 
x at random and generate k numbers using the recurrence (13). The probability that 
they all cause Algorithm C to fail is at most 1/2k + k/h. 
Proof Consider the equations 
yi = (f”‘(x))* - 4a, i = 0, . . . . k - 1. (15) 
The roots of x2 -4a are +2b, where b2 = a. It follows that the roots of 
( f’i’(x))2 -4a are f’-“( f2b). Now consider the following cases. If there is an orbit 
containing just one of the values +2b, then the roots lying in this orbit will all be 
distinct, and this is sufficient to guarantee that (15) defines a curve. Hence assume 
that there is an orbit containing both of the values +2b. Then the distance between 
2b and - 2b is at least k, and no combination of the right-hand sides of (15) will 
yield a square. Hence in this case we get a curve as well. This shows that the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1 is valid. Using this to estimate the number of solutions to 
(15) and taking the projection onto the x-axis gives the result. 1 
It should be noted here that in any finite field, the equation cli= 1 has at most 
i solutions. In [F,*, the probability that order(E) d m is therefore at most 
where d denotes the Euler totient function [12, p. 2681. Thus a random pair 01, fi 
will fail to satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 7 with probability O(k2/p). 
Now consider a system related to the binomial congruence and primality algo 
rithms. Let p be an odd prime, and let ii, . . . . ik denote nonzero elements of [F, 
Further, let c1# 0, 1 and b # 0, and let f(x) = 01x + 8. Consider 
x = i, yy, .f(x) = (2 y;, . . . . .f’” “(X) = ik y; (16) 
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which has the same number of solutions as 
The polynomial f”)(ci ~7) vanishes when 
( 
--i -1 114 
Yl= I,+-- 
) lx-1 * 
A necessary condition for two of these roots to be equal when 2 < i < k is that 
order(a) <k - 1. This observation leads to the theorem below. 
THEOREM 8. Let ~1, j? E lF, with CI # 0, 1, order(a) > k, and /? #O. Choose x at 
random from F, and generate k iterates according to the scheme (13). The bound of 
Theorem 3 holds for the failure probability of Algorithm T. 
Proof Imitate the proof of Theorem 3, replacing (9) and (10) by (16) and (17) 
(take li = 1 for all i). 1 
Finally, it remains to consider primality testing. The following conditions on c1 
and /? are sufficient to guarantee that k members of a sequence generated by (13) 
will be good for algorithm M: ~1, B E Z,*, and for all p dividing n, the multiplicative 
order of cx modulo p is at least k. (This can be checked deterministically in time 
O((klogn)2) using Euclid’s algorithm.) One might also estimate the chance that 
random a and /3 satisfy these requirements. I will not do this but instead show 
directly that a random choice of 01 and fl is likely to work well in Algorithm M. 
THEOREM 9. Let n be an odd composite number, and choose ~1, j3, and x at random 
module n. Let k = r4 log, n], and generate k numbers using the iteration (13) module 
n. The probability that every member of the sequence is a liar for n is, for any E > 0, 
0(n-‘/4+E). 
Proof Let n=pi’ ...pF be an odd composite number, and let x,, . . . . xr and Q 
be as defined in Lemma 6, P as defined in Lemma 9. The probability that x, 
f(x), . . . . f(k-l)(x) are all liars for n is at most 
Pr[3ick{f”‘(x)=O}]+Pr[Vi<k(f~‘~(x)~PnQ}]. 
The first term is at most C::i Pr[f(‘)(x) = 01. By the Chinese remainder 
theorem 
Pr[f”‘(x) z O(mod n)] 
=E Pr[& + (& ‘+ . . . +cr+l)/?=O(modp’)]. 
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Now, either a or ai-’ + ... + a + 1 must a unit modulo pe, from which it follows 
by conditioning on a that Pr[f(‘)(x) E 0 (mod p’) J = l/p’ for all i. Therefore, 
Pr[3i<k{f(“(x)=O}],<k/n. 
The proof of Theorem 4 can be imitated provided that 
Pr[x,f(x), ...,f’k-l)(~)~Q] =0 fi log” 
L xl. 
(18) 
Indeed, it will suffice for this to hold when the pi are sufficiently large, since there 
are only a finite number of primes less than any fixed bound. 
Let p r be arbitrary, and condition on x mod p r . As before, when x f 0 (mod p , ) 
the conditional error probability is at most 
;$ Pr[3yl, . . . . yk, #0(x=<, yy’? ...,.fk m”(X)=~k,yf:)lj 
where the i‘s are appropriate constants from Z,*, and ki = ri log,, p,] (note that 
1 dk, <k). 
Let Pi denote the ith factor in the above product. If k, = 1, then 
Pi < l/q, f I/&‘. 
If k, 3 2, then let Cj denote the system (16) mod pi, which will in this case comprise 
ki - 1 equations of degree qi. For these values of i, 
P, < 
1 
- x [number of points on C, I Cj defines a curve] 
Pig;’ 
+ Pr [ Ci does not define a curve]; 
Ci is a curve if modulo pi, a, fl & 0 and order(a) > k,. By the Weil bound, 
i+(ki-l)qi-l 
4; -y-.-$+;((ki;2)+2). 
Since $ log, pi G ki G $ log, pI, 
p, < log Pi 
“4lOg2J;;, +-O & ( > 
Thus for all i, Pi <log pi/,/& whenever pi is sufficiently large. From this follows 
(18) and hence the theorem. 4 
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